OPEN Your Mind!
You don’t have to be defined by a label- you can be whoever or whatever you want to be.
OPEN Your Eyes!
To the opportunities, the possibilities, your gifts, abilities, talents… to see what is right there
within your reach.
OPEN the door!
To a world of possibilities and success.

Angela Winfield presents OPEN
This is a powerful and content-rich, motivational and inspirational, 45-minute keynote program
that will OPEN your mind, OPEN your eyes and OPEN the door to your full potential, unlimited
vision and true success! Transformative only begins to describe the power of OPEN.
Whether in their personal or professional lives, people are pre-occupied with barriers, boundaries
and obstacles. There are glass ceilings, communication barriers, walls and divides. They focus
on what they “can’t do” or what “can’t be done” and stop there instead of finding out what
actually is possible. The people who do this often are intelligent, capable, talented, hard-working
people full of potential, but retreat at the slightest sign of difficulty or resistance. The problem
with this behavior is that it stunts growth and results in missed opportunities. It may be human
nature, but it is not fulfilling or productive. The human spirit is capable of much greater feats,
accomplishments and innovations. Angela’s own success is proof of that.
Everyone loves a human interest story and a story of the strength of the human spirit. Angela
goes above and beyond just sharing her amazing story of overcoming her blindness to become an
ivy league educated and highly rated attorney. She uses her engaging story to show exactly how
it is possible. Angela designed this program to motivate, educate and inspire audiences to shift
their O-outlook, create a strategic personal and professional life P-plan, invest in personal and
professional E-education, and develop strong and supportive personal and professional Nnetworks so that they can unleash their full potential and maximize their success. Each keynote
is customized to the specific audience.
At the end of the program, you will be able to:
Overcome and break through obstacles or barriers standing in your way!
Go after what you want and get it!
Live your life fearlessly and with purpose!
OPEN is for you, if:
You are ready to take a hard, deep look at yourself and your life.
You are willing to abandon old ways of thinking that are holding you back.
You are excited about becoming the absolute best “you” possible.

